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THE EXPERT IN SUN PROTECTION
We support you in the development 
of your solar projects



becomes

Recycled paper

TE
ST

IN
G SCREENING CLAIMING CONTROL

As part of the development of 
your products or to identify a 
potential candidate, we offer 
screening tests allowing you 
to assess easily UVB and UVA 

protection.

We propose you to assess 
the sun protection of your 

products in total compliance 
with official methods and to 
claim the properties of your
products by exclusive tests 

developed by WENEOS.

In order to optimize your 
sunscreen products or to 

control the quality of your 
products, we propose you 

exclusive tests developed by 
our laboratory.

EQUIPMENT

SPF - UVAPF - CRITICAL WAVELENGTH - WATER RESISTANCE - PHOTOSTABILITY
RUB RESISTANCE - WET SKIN - EXTREME CONDITIONS - LONG LASTING - SAND RESISTANCE

UVC - BLUE LIGHT - VISIBLE LIGHT - INFRARED - FULL SPRECTRUM - ULTRA LONG UVA - SWEAT RESISTANCE

0.005 mm
Position Repeatability
x20 more precise

<29 kg
Total Weight
x4 lighter

<0.13 m3
Total Volume
x4 smaller

SPREADMASTER NEW

SCREENING CLAIMING CONTROL

As part of the development of 
your products or to identify a 
potential candidate, we offer 
screening tests allowing you 
to assess easily UVB and UVA 

protection.

We propose you to assess 
the sun protection of your 

products in total compliance 
with official methods and to 
claim the properties of your
products by exclusive tests 

developed by WENEOS.

In order to optimize your 
sunscreen products or to 

control the quality of your 
products, we propose you 

exclusive tests developed by 
our laboratory.

and more

THERMASTER

PMMA HELIOPLATE

SPF - UVAPF - CRITICAL WAVELENGTH - WATER RESISTANCE - PHOTOSTABILITY
RUB RESISTANCE - WET SKIN - EXTREME CONDITIONS - LONG LASTING - SAND RESISTANCE

UVC - BLUE LIGHT - VISIBLE LIGHT - INFRARED - FULL SPRECTRUM - ULTRA LONG UVA - SWEAT RESISTANCE

ISO/DIS 23675 | ISO/DIS 23698 | ISO 24443:2021
FDA REV. 2011 | BOOTS STAR RATING SYSTEM

COMPLIANT WITH

TRAINING

DISTRIBUTOR

Visit our website



